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Substances that have the switching optical properties are interesting to developsmart tools.In this 

regard, photochromic  substances are one of the most studied classes, because their properties are directly 

manifested by photo radiation.The use of photo chromium substances in the last decade has been 

significantly improved in optical electronic devices, in  memory organic diodes, photochromic lighting 

diodes in optical  switching multi-functional transistors.One of the most unique examples of molecular 

switches are the spirals whose locked, hydrophobic, rhythmic isomer is exposed to ultraviolet light in 

high polar, open-ring, tinted  merocyanine, while the reversed  reaction can be induced to visible light or 

heat. spirophinals were intensely studied for their potential use in such devices as light sensitive  glasses, 

in optical memory for recording and processing optical information, in molecular tools.Since the mutual 

transformations  between the form of locked spirophinals and the form of open merocyanine involves 

numerous molecular rearrangement, some components of this class do not show photo chromism in solid 

state.Liquid crystals have many preferential optical characteristics, which are completely different from 

spirophinal isotropic fluids, semiconductors and solid state systems.In addition, the liquid crystals that 

are precipitated by spirophinalare presented with the following additional features:Extremely high 

solubility in the fluid crystalline matrix of the spirophinal that varies between 1-4% (depending on the 

weight) so that it does not cause the disintegration of the liquid  crystal phase  and the high orientation 

adjustment parameters for spirophinal molecules that result in the liquid crystalline matrixSpatial 

orientation of molecules. 

As a research object , a new type recording photochromic environment was developed based on 

spirophinal liquid crystaline bilayer polimeric film, In which the synergy will be combined with a photo-

sensitive layer at one stagereplenish the optical image to rectify the optical properties of the photon 

crystalline such as cholesteric liquid crystalline. 

 

Such a combination of two structures will allow us to modify the optical parameters of the 

displayed image, such as: Absorb, reflect, refract and colors. Because of the improved photo sensitivity, 

optical contrast, good stability and high spatial resolution of the photo degradation, we suppose that our 

product will improve the existing, optically reproduced and mechanically flexible, image accumulation 

prototypes.In addition, the proposed photographic environment will act as a multifunctional, dynamic 

photo-sensitive and inexpensive device, with real-time image recording / deletion properties, and 



significant spatial changes between transparency, reflection, transition and color, It is possible to create 

3d microstructures and it is possible to record 3D analogic image.In addition, complying the developed 

countries demands, simple, effective and cheap technical decisions  are important such as: anti-

counterfeiting actions, identification, detection, security, healthcare, logistics and industry. 

 


